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the facts
ABC Spark is part of the Corus Millennials branch of 
Corus Entertainment’s broadcasting. 

Though owned by Corus Entertainment, ABC Spark is an 
offshoot of the popular U.S. network Freeform (formally 
ABC Family), part of the Disney/ABC Television group. 

Much of the content that airs on the network is 
syndicated content from third-parties including original 
Freeform content as well as content from other Corus 
Entertainment channels. 

From PlayBack.com:
Premiered in 2012

Targets 15-34 year olds (30% of the Canadian population)

Designed to bridge gap between children’s and women’s networks 

From Canadian Media Sales:
Female 60% Male 40%

Ages 18-34 42% (strong millennial)

Home Owner 89%

Network reaches weekly audience of 1million adults 18-34

Website has 31,525 unique visitors monthly

Website has 2.1 page views/visit

http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/network-press-releases/abc-familys-25-days-of-christmas-sweeps-primetime-and-its-daypart-in-target-demographic-ratings/342842/

Increased competition from other
networks during the holidays is 

putting a strain on ratings. Increas-
ing broadcasting schedule awareness 

through social could help mend this gap. 
Stay tuned for more...



what to watch
from Freeform
Baby Daddy

Becoming Us

Dead of Summer

The Fosters

Job or No Job

Make It or Break It

Melissa & Joey

Recovery Road

Young & Hungry

Cheer Squad

from other sources
America’s Funniest Home Videos

Boy Meets World

Cache Craze

Cash Mob

Celebrity Damage Control

Come Date With Me

Criminal Minds: Suspect Behavior

ER Vets

Extreme Babysitting

Extreme Makeover: Home Edition

Pet Heroes

Rules Of Engagement

Say Yes to the Dress Canada

Shannon and Sophie

Splatalot

The Funny Pit

Trophy Wife

Wheels That Fail

Wipeout

 
Fear Factor

The Funny Pit

Happy Endings

Just for Laughs: Gags

Love Trap

The Middle

Mr. Young

My House Your Money

Open Heart

Pick a Puppy

In addition to broadcasting television popular with Millennials, ABC Spark is well-known for broadcasting movies 
suitable for Millennials and for families. ABC Spark incorporates movies regularly into their schedule, but also will 
air movie marathons on holidays. 

For Halloween and Christmas, these marathons are extended over multiple days with movie events. In October, they 
run the 13 Nights of Halloween and in December they run 25 Days of Christmas. These formats are similar to those 
aired by Freeform.



How the Grinch Stole Christmas
Christmas starts earlier and earlier every year in stores, and Millennials especially get into the groove quickly with Gingerbread 
Lattes and throwback Christmas classics. 
In a time when DVD’s aren’t as common as they used to be, the release of the holiday movie schedule from networks has become an 
event in itself. 
25 Days of Christmas started as it’s first incarnation in the United States as Fox Family’s 25 Days of Christmas, that turned into ABC 
Family’s 25 Days of Christmas, which then became Freeform’s 25 Days of Christmas. ABC Spark adopted this December event from 
its sister channel ABC Family. 25 Days of Christmas as become synonymous with its time of year, so it was only natural that other 
networks would start to make a to-do about it as well.
Other Corus Entertainment owned networks broadcast Christmas movies leading up to the holiday including, YTV, CMT, and 
W Network. These channels, while they can pull some audience away from ABC Spark, exist within other subsections of Corus 
Entertainment. ABC Spark is Corus Millennials, YTV is Corus Kids, CMT is Corus Family, and W Network is Women. The Millennials 
demographic can naturally see some bookend cross over with Corus Kids and Women.

ABC Spark’s holiday programming 
schedule offers nostalgic movies like 

other networks, but distinguishes itself 
with made-for-tv holiday movies and 
Christmas specials of popular shows.

A newer competitor for the holiday season is Netflix. 
Netflix offers commercial-free programming that you can 
curl up into a blanket and marathon with. Though they 
don’t have a schedule, their platform is so you can pick the 
movie you feel like watching when you want to watch it, 
without having to wait for it to air.

Major holiday movie competition for 2016 is the CBC. 
The CBC released their holiday programming schedule 
early on, whereas ABC Spark has yet to release a branded 
schedule, and is unlikely to at this point. A major draw for 
both networks is holiday movies that pull on the nostalgia 
of the demographic, including movies like The Santa 
Clause, Jingle All the Way, and National Lampoon’s 
Christmas Vacation. This could put a strain on ABC Spark’s 
ratings because these are movies popular to a much larger 
viewership than ABC Spark’s other holiday movies and 
because CBC is accessible to more Canadian households 
than ABC Spark which is digital. 



we’re social
Facebook

Over 36 posts:  
 

19 videos, 12 images, 4 links, 1 poll  
with 16 shares, 92 reactions, 48 comments, 

35k views, 10 visitor posts per month 

Low engagement from brand 

Video content makes sense for showing 
clips of broadcasts but is inconsistent. 
13 Nights of Halloween and Ben and 

Lauren Happily Ever After had the best 
engagement.

Twitter 
Over 18 posts: 

 

8 videos, 6 images, 2 links

Inconsistent engagement from brand; 4 
replies to tweets and 1 week with a lot of 

‘likes’  

Same content as Facebook, but less 
posts. Seldom promotes new episodes. 
Activity increased during 13 Nights of 

Halloween. Shares/likes were the all the 
same two users.

Instagram
Over 5 posts:  

 

4 videos, 1 image

No engagement from brand

 
 
 

Instagram use was really strong for 
a period before September. Nothing 

posted since October 18 (even as 
of December 1). Like Facebook, it 

transitioned from images to videos.

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

50,307 Likes

7,803 Followers

2,326 Followers

From September 2016 - October 2016

CBC Canada 
Facebook   204,936 Likes 

Twitter   321,567 Followers 
Instagram   67.3K Followers

Netflix Canada 
Facebook   28,941,681 Likes 
Twitter   115,619 Followers 

Instagram (US)   2.7M Followers

The percentage of US Millennials that 
use Netflix is 79% and is likely similar in 

Canada.



let’s be friends

https://www.statista.com/chart/2570/most-popular-social-apps-among-millennials/

ABC Spark’s largest audience segment is 
those aged 18-34 which make up 42% of overall 
viewership and  
reaches a weekly audience of 1 million from that 
age group. 
 60% percent of the viewership is female while 
40% is male. 

To reach this audience, we will continue to use 
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter which are all 
Millennials friendly and suitable for the product 
of the brand. Facebook and Instagram are good 
for sharing video clips, handy for sharing clips of 
movies and TV shows. Twitter is great for real-time 
conversations about programming that is live on 
air. To enhance the reach of this audience, we will 
begin to employ the use of Snapchat. The chart 
below is as of 2014 and shows that Snapchat is 
gaining popularity among Millennials. Snapchat 
provides a great opportunity for creativity and 
constant contact.

The secondary audience is advertisers. By 
establishing ABC Spark on the aforementioned 
platforms, potential advertisers will see that ABC 
Spark is a brand connected to the hot market of 
Millennials and will see its channels as an ideal 
place to advertise to that group.



Santa Clause is Coming to Facebook

Measuring Success: 
Increase of calendar shares day over day, over the 25 days.

Facebook page reach, increased shares equals increased reach. If the 
first measurable is successful then this measurable should also see a 
steady increase.

Increased ratings for the month over Dec 2015 ratings.

Long Term: Do viewers return in 2017 to find the schedule? Do the 
previous metrics continue to increase during December 2017?

Business Objective: Expand Brand Awareness. 
25 Days of Christmas could almost be classified as an 
institution. Most people know what it is, sure, but do they 
know much more outside of the knowledge it exists? Do 
people know what times movies air? Which movies are on 
the schedule?

The CBC shared their holiday movie schedule before 
December 1, and it was shared and posted across social 
and even online news media outlets.

Last year, ABC Spark didn’t make a shareable schedule 
available, and posts from viewers asking about it both last 
year and this year, either went unanswered or were directed 
to the general schedule on the ABC Spark website.

Strategies: Increase contact, humanize brand, improve 
SEO, launch holiday programming ahead of competitors

Tactic: ABC Spark will create visually striking, sharable 
schedules for the 25 Days of Christmas programming. 
There will be one, larger schedule that summarizes the 
highlights of the television event, acting as a cheat-sheet 
of the primetime and most popular movies. There will also 
be 25 smaller, daily calendars that list every holiday moving 
airing that day. 

While these calendars could be shared on Instagram, 
Twitter, and Facebook - the main focus will be Facebook 
since it can better handle files and because shares and 
reach are measured with ease. 

Viewers will be encouraged to share the calendars and get 
excited for programming through the season.



#twitterparty
Business Objective: Increase Brand Engagement
Rumour has it, streaming services like Netflix are going to 
wipe out TV. For a network that airs on TV, that notion can 
be worrisome. But until that happens, we can hold onto the 
viewers we have and maybe even get a few more. 

ABC Spark needs to be more than just a channel on TV that 
you might choose if something okay happens to be on. 
It needs to become and experience, and even a BFF. The 
small social footprint that exists can be used to increase 
engagement between viewers and the network, something 
that might be more difficult for a media giant to do.

Strategies: Better, engaging customer experience, 
customer service, direct engagement, build community.

Tactic: ABC Spark will host Twitter Parties during 
television events using hashtags. Specifically for the 
needs of 25 Days of Christmas, ABC Spark will be live and 
active on Twitter during the broadcast of the highlight 
movie of the day. By actively talking about what’s on TV, it 
will encourage others to tune in and watch along and Tweet 
about it too. ABC Spark will engage with the tweets from 
viewers and engage in conversation. 

Measuring Success: 
Overall increase in Twitter followers.

Increase the number of times the specified Twitter party 
hashtags are used from one party to the next.

Increased ratings for the month over  Dec 2015 ratings.



**snaps**
Business Objective: Increase Ad Sales
The largest form of revenue for any network is its ad sales, 
especially as commercials on television. We are looking 
for additional ways to incorporate fun, young, millennial 
brands into our content.

Strategies: Add value, customer service for advertisers

Tactic: Daily Snapchat filters. 
By developing a unique Snapchat filter each day that 
prominently displays the ABC Spark logos, there is a great 
opportunity for brands to partner on the filter. 

Overall worth of advertising on ABC Spark will be a 
combination of all the networks channels, but having the 
filters will serve as a gentle reminder that the 25 Days of 
Christmas is happening, while also beginning to associate 
the brand with other hip, young brands. 

Measuring Success: 
Increased interest from brands to buy ad space on ABC 
Spark channels

Increase in revenue from ad sales year over year, especially 
as the brand’s value might increase.
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